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when your immune system doesn t work the way it should it is called an immune system disorder you may be
born with a weak immune system this is called primary immune deficiency get a disease that weakens your
immune system this is called acquired immune deficiency have an immune system that is too active when
your immune system is on point it s a lifesaver but as good as it may be it s not perfect sometimes this
group of special cells tissues and organs doesn t act the way it should if it on a basic level autoimmune
disease occurs because the body s natural defenses the immune system attack the body s own healthy tissue
researchers have several ideas about why this happens when the body senses danger from a virus or
infection the immune system kicks into gear and attacks it this is called an immune response autoimmune
diseases are conditions in which your immune system mistakenly damages healthy cells in your body types
include rheumatoid arthritis crohn s disease and some thyroid the autoimmune diseases are a mysterious
set of conditions that vary in severity from the merely annoying to life threatening research is ongoing
and has provided remarkable advances in recent years while effective therapies are available for most of
these conditions cures are not an autoimmune disease is the result of the immune system accidentally
attacking your body instead of protecting it it s unclear why your immune system does this there are over
100 known autoimmune diseases common ones include lupus rheumatoid arthritis crohn s disease and
ulcerative colitis
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disorders of the immune system johns hopkins medicine

May 27 2024

when your immune system doesn t work the way it should it is called an immune system disorder you may be
born with a weak immune system this is called primary immune deficiency get a disease that weakens your
immune system this is called acquired immune deficiency have an immune system that is too active

immune disorder symptoms fatigue rashes numbness and pain

Apr 26 2024

when your immune system is on point it s a lifesaver but as good as it may be it s not perfect sometimes
this group of special cells tissues and organs doesn t act the way it should if it

autoimmune disease why is my immune system attacking itself

Mar 25 2024

on a basic level autoimmune disease occurs because the body s natural defenses the immune system attack
the body s own healthy tissue researchers have several ideas about why this happens when the body senses
danger from a virus or infection the immune system kicks into gear and attacks it this is called an
immune response

autoimmune diseases types symptoms causes and more

Feb 24 2024

autoimmune diseases are conditions in which your immune system mistakenly damages healthy cells in your
body types include rheumatoid arthritis crohn s disease and some thyroid

what s the deal with autoimmune disease harvard health

Jan 23 2024
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the autoimmune diseases are a mysterious set of conditions that vary in severity from the merely annoying
to life threatening research is ongoing and has provided remarkable advances in recent years while
effective therapies are available for most of these conditions cures are not

autoimmune diseases types causes symptoms treatment

Dec 22 2023

an autoimmune disease is the result of the immune system accidentally attacking your body instead of
protecting it it s unclear why your immune system does this there are over 100 known autoimmune diseases
common ones include lupus rheumatoid arthritis crohn s disease and ulcerative colitis
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